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As much on the subject of parenting as feeding, this most recent release
from renowned childhood feeding expert Ellyn Satter considers the
overweight kid issue in a new method. Satter provides compelling proof
that, if parents do their jobs regarding feeding, children are
remarkably capable of knowing how much to eat. Over time, she says,
making them go starving and forcing them to become active makes kids
preoccupied with food, prone to overeating, switched off to activity,
and likely to gain too much fat. parents must trust children to eat only
just as much as they need. Trust is certainly a central theme right
here: children must be able to trust parents to supply as much food as
they need to satisfy their appetites; Combining scientific analysis with
inspiring anecdotes from her years of clinical practice, Satter issues
the traditional belief that parents must obtain overweight children to
eat less and exercise more.
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A voice of sanity about food and bodyweight We was incredibly grateful
to discover this book, and Ellyn Satter's work generally. It is filled
with detailed information about feeding your family, focusing on health
insurance and family relationships, not really weight. It has given me
authorization to feed my kids well, and educate them how exactly to have
a good relationship with meals. Having dinners as a family, AND making
them enjoyable without food battles is fantastic. Used by RDs Must Read
Had a wonderful and new method of helping children with pounds issues.
But I'd urge you to learn it before putting your loved ones on a "diet
plan". Some people may find the book long or wordy, but I don't mind the
style - Personally i think like I am in an appointment with Ellen when
I'm reading it, as she tells me in detail why you should never make your
children diet, and what to do instead. I believe the hardest part will
be routinely providing the structured meals. Ultimately, this is a
reserve about acceptance - of our kids, of their natural physique, and
eventually, acceptance of our own bodies as well - because you can't
improve your children relationship with food if you don't perform the
same for your yourself. I love it so far I love it up to now! I'm about
halfway through, but it makes a lot of sense. It is a tone of voice of
sanity in a world which is fairly hysterical about eating. I've already
noticed that my 10 yr old son simply eats until he's performed. I simply
HATE the name. Her stories about children whose parents limited their
food (with the best intentions) made me cry. Or perhaps a normal or
underweight kid will benefit from the structure of the meals and
learning how exactly to regulate their own hunger signals..specifically
breakfast and lunch rather than having 'grazing'. He ballooned in weight
- gaining nearly 15% in body weight.. Excellent guide for family meals
That is a handy reference for mealtimes with kids and handling picky
eaters. We're not restricting his portions and he seems to stop eating
very easily AND is requesting vegetables. My kids do not have a weight
issue therefore i was a bit worried my young visitors would believe I
was worried about their pounds. Analyzing not merely the childs health
background but the emotional history of the kid as well (such as for
example trauma, etc) I find Ellyn Satter's approach to be thus useful
and relevant As a pediatric dietitian of 15 years who's only reading
this book for the very first time right now, I come across Ellyn
Satter's method of be thus useful and relevant! Love Ellyn and admire
her work Love Ellyn and admire her work. Warning: If your son or
daughter has Sensory Processing Issues or an Autism Spectrum Disorder We
read this book about 6 months ago - our boy, age 5, seemed to be eating
quite a bit, was rather heavy, and we were concerned about what was
going on. Originally the book reassured us, and we set about to put into
action it. Since there is great value in this book - and it did decrease
most of the stress of family dinners - it turns out that it was exactly
the WRONG advice for our son. I would definitely recommend this if you
have an above average pounds child. We recently noticed a nutritionist



who recommended that this book must have a caution label on it - it's
great tips - however, not if your child has sensory processing problems,
autism, or asperger's!Fundamentally our son can't feel a lot of
sensations - he doesn't feel much pain, he can't feel food in his mouth
unless his mouth is very full, he responds better to deep pressure
sensations, etc. And what that means is normally that he can't actually
FEEL if his abdomen is full - he just keeps eating, way past the point
of fullness, because his body fails properly to transmit the feeling of
fullness to his mind, and/or his brain can't interpret that feeling
properly.Anyways, We am composing this review because I must say i wish
someone had explained this before I purchased this book! Useful ideas
for weight management and mealtime conflict Exceptional resource for
parents not only concerned about weight but for picky eaters as well. My
go-to as a child psychologist working with parents with mealtime
conflict. This publication addresses all that. You should really
understand her concepts to fully integrate her suggestions. Caregiver
also has to be healthful eater free of issues in their own urge for food
and consuming patterns. Its not the normal way that authors strategy the
topic which made the reading fresh and interesting. If you are searching
for something which will tell you how to make your child lose fat, this
is not the right publication for you personally. She has website
strongly suggested too for nutrition suggestions. Very informative
Opened my eyes to new opportunities to your feeding struggles in the
home. She incorporates her work as a therapist in to the medical globe.
I am not, I am worried about forcing them to eat and how to approach the
times they won't touch a single vegetable for weekly. I wish this
reserve came out with a far more updated edition with some latest
references, but generally I really believe this publication and Ellyn's
theories certainly are a must-read for any parent, plus they have
transformed my approaches to guidance. I learned a whole lot of helpful
suggestions. Cannot recommend this book even more. Will be using advice
at home Great book Should be a must read for all parents. Excellent and
Salient This book is crucial read for all parents and folks who hope to
be parents. Ellyn makes excellent points about how appropriately feeding
a kid means appropriately parenting a kid. Worth the purchase.
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